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notes for an

Epicurean allegory

When attending to sculpture, according to James Gibson, one apprehends surfaces as they are

The sculpture is basically about the apprehension of being outside the interior of the corporeal,

synthesized by movements made by you producing their environment. One perceives surfacing

and the photograph is about being inside of an alignment of retinal and photochemically, or

veils shielding off interiors. The feed of these perceptions by the sequence of observational points

numeric-technological screens.

caused by the movements synthesizes an interior subset of what one later project back onto the
environment by a concept of space.

Now to a forced point here: the merging of the underneath of the continual surface of a corporeal
volume and the liminal frame of the flat surface of a picture.

Upon touching a sculpture, one punctuates the discontinuity between one’s surface and the

The hypodermis is the occluded layer behind the visible skin beneath the dermis and the

objects. The touch alters the state of the dermic receptors or disturbs the retinal equilibrium.

epidermis. It is next to the environs of smaller organs, muscles, and skeletal parts inside the overall

Looking impacts the haptic relation, and visually informed awareness is affected when touching

corporeal entity kept together with tissue made from various protein polymers. The penumbra

the object by hand. This apprehension links up the meandering configuration between what is

is the not complete shadow next to the complete shadow, the partially lit area that is not the

out there and the interior substrate of the mental metastable biochemical machinery enabling the

shadow proper, but at the border of what is fully occluded. Both hypodermis and penumbra are

influx of information from the outside to formulate an interior reflex.

somehow secondary in framing or supporting a higher ranking or cardinal object as they appear
next to and in support of what is prime.

Looking at a photograph, one enters a mirroring chamber. The trace of something from the
outside of the punctuated occluding camera is captured on its inside. This trace is caught by

They reside, however, in different zones. The penumbra is part of the external world sensed and

a mechanochemical or electronically digitized chain of events resulting in a mark on the box’s

observed, and the hypodermis is underneath, internal, and implicit to the sensing organ. To force

obscured interior. The impact is caused and formulated by how the camera relates to what it

their relationship, one must provide a set containing that of the perception of an object and

is outside of. The result, in this case, is a printed surface that is hung on a wall, the reflection of

the object to be perceived. One way of making of such a set may be to place both in the same

which is projected onto one’s retina, subsequently falling into the substrate mentioned previously,

environment for to look at them simultaneously.

inside of one´s own corporeal interiority.
S.R. Oslo 2022
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These objects are made from soft flattened patches of silt enmeshed in a vegetal polymer. They
are cast from within a mould so that the replicated patches absorb information off this interior.
The flat silt shell is fixed through evaporation of the plasticizing moisture, leaving a solidified trace
of part of what informed the mould. They are connected back to front, so what is visible is the
surface of sutured elements seen from their obverse, underneath, or behind. The various parts
making up the individual sculptures are assembled according to how they mechanically fit. What
appears as excess material is removed. No criteria other than this mechanical fit of one element
to the next, minus surplus, will have informed the individuated whole.

Rear View I

2022

12 x 18 x 9,5 cm
Bone back i wax on shellac on bone black dispersed in petrochemical polymer on silt bound in cellulose.

6

As the aim is singular bodies, a subsidiary and secondary rule present is that the adding of parts
effectuating a less than uniform shape is to be avoided. The source is three differently scaled
moulds that are slightly altered sets of proportions of the same formal origin. The elemental shells
within any one of the individual sculptures may be sourced from across the three different moulds.

Rear View II 2022
21 x16 x15 cm

4

Bone back i wax on shellac on bone black dispersed in petrochemical polymer on silt bound in cellulose.

8

The substance of the shell forms is silt bound in methylcellulose coated with a petrochemical
polymer layer, a meme of former biological existence. The next added layer is a dispersion of this
same mnemo-grade polymer now binding bone black pigment. Next to that it is coated with an
animal resin containing the same bone black pigment onto which translucent beeswax is added.
The final coating, the visible surface, is made from petrochemical microcrystalline wax, containing
bone black. The procedure of making the objects touches all of these layers with their substances
and references, layer by layer – to establish their state of stratified skin.

Rear View iII 2022
15 x 18 x20 cm

6

Bone back i wax on shellac on bone black dispersed in petrochemical polymer on silt bound in cellulose.

10

Polymers are long molecules binding monomers in chains. They appear everywhere on the
surface of Earth in vegetal, animal, and even, in cognitive strata, one may claim. Silt is the dust
particles of matter, the small singularities at the limit of the molar scale where things emerge
tangible and outside of which there is but energy. A mental polymer is a chain of connections
on the substrate of metastable electrochemical energy in the brain constantly in movement and
change. Bone black and animal polymer resonate or echo the residue of former moving bodies.
The black pigment consists primarily of calcium hydroxyapatite and a small amount of calcium
carbonate, some Carbon, and traces of Magnesium phosphate. It is an oxidized endo-skeletal
material, fired bone of vertebrates. Its origin is at the core of the soft animal body giving it its
structure of interconnecting solids.

Rear View iV 2022
21 x 10 x 16 cm

8

Bone back i wax on shellac on bone black dispersed in petrochemical polymer on silt bound in cellulose.

12

The connecting labial patches of reversed skin provide a view from the inside of the sculpted
body observed from behind. Suture relates to the concept of ligament, a binding across surfaces
or through layers. The suture is a connector that dissolves into the connection itself as one of the
elements of what constitutes it. It is both inside and outside of what divides. It is something of the
past, having disappeared in the binding of what is present, and it is integral to these connected
labial forms of flattened bodies or thickened surfaces.

Rear View V 2022
18 x 17 x 18 cm
Bone back i wax on shellac on bone black dispersed in petrochemical polymer on silt bound in cellulose.
14

These box-shaped forms made from processed vegetal fibres were put together in 2007. They
were first photographically recorded in 2009 and then later in various locations and at different
times. They are small white boxes made from a laminated board; the surface is a composite
material made from layers of white pigment, kraft paper, polymer resin, and adhesives, and
their construction mimics the principle shape of the photographic camera enclosure. The boxes
were stacked and placed in front of an orthogonal occluded camera cavity. Variations of their
composition were made and exposed by light onto the sensor at the rear planar definition of the
camera’s interior.

Penumbra I 2022
57 x 47,4 cm
Digital print on paper on perspex.

16

The prints are enlarged, exceeding the expected printable size of a small digital file. Light is
extracted from the digital file so that what is left visible on the computer screen suggests nonvisibility. For a long time, these files were of no value to this ongoing mapping of a tautologically
space emergent within photography, but that changed when the sutured negative small sculptures
appeared.

Penumbra II 2022
45 x 42,3 cm

10

Digital print on paper on perspex.

18

The penumbra is what is next to the umbra, the lesser shadow next to the complete shadow. The
lesser dark. The umbra proper is the shadow found where an opaque object completely occludes
the projection of illuminating light. The penumbra is where this occlusion is partial or incomplete,
next to and bordering the umbra. The outside of the frame is next to the illuminated surface.

Penumbra III 2022
54 x 42,9 cm

12

Digital print on paper on perspex.

20

Looking closer and through observation over time, the differentiation of primary and secondary
shadows becomes more obscure and less clear. In everyday interiors, many surfaces re-direct light
at an ever-diminishing degree of distinction. When an overview includes the observation itself,
the reading of the penumbra becomes its production in a representational field that reads light
as information about light, like in a numerically coded photographic print.

Penumbra IV 2022
58 x 45 cm

14

Digital print on paper on perspex.

22

Modern digital printing inks mimic the traditional silver-infused papers where the light initiates
the oxidation of silver halide molecules. This silver salt is already pre-set on the path towards
going black by oxidation – enhanced by the chemical processing following exposure. On a glossy
analogue photographic paper, the light penetrates the surface into a behind of a transparent
surface, leaving the paper with a sheen of even reflection. This “depth of the skin” in modern
digital printing technology is simulated by glossing agents added to the ink.
When one in an all-over-move turns the light off in the electronic state of the digital file embedded
in the computer’s software, inside the black box of hardware, the effectuated print appears as
overall dark – towards the limit of distinction of apparent shapes within the print. There is a shift
of awareness from what takes place in the picture to the state or habitus of its medium, less of an
interest in the figuration inside the picture and more in how its medium relates to what else is in
the environment.

Penumbra V 2022
59 x 46 cm

16

Digital print on paper on perspex.

24

The phenomenon coined Green within this present language is generally a product of vegetation
organizing photons projected from the sun onto the planar surfaces of leaves and straw. These
vegetal forms prioritize surface area before volume. Green is a product of the light of the day based
upon the subatomic nonlocality of light. When a photon enters a molecule, the photon occupies
many positions at once. The photosynthesizing molecules in chloroplasts, the symbiotic bacteria
that make plants Green, put photons into coherence, the effect of which is this phenomenon
observed in conversion with the word green – which is a noun, an adjective as well as a verb.
Photosynthesis is the foundation of biological existence on the surface of this earth in the form
we know it, as life on earth is based on the conversion of nitrogen into oxygen fuelled by light.
Green is both fact and symptom, utter exposure and pure exteriority.

26

These sculptures are traces of gestures made about three decades ago. They were made in
the blind in the sense that their form was made exempt from visual observation, i.e., they were
made to be viewed as something not looked at when being made, as their way of belonging to
sculpture. Subsequently they have been subjected to further alienating procedures described
elsewhere.

Cave I

2022

22 x 26 x 25 cm

18

Celadonite bound in animal polymer on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris.

28

The sculptures are hollow shell structures made from castings off an evacuated body. The trace
of this body was fixed as a meme kept by a flexible and mirroring mould. The individual works
here consist of two mirroring semi-identical excerpts of vaguely the same area of this mould.
Their material substance is plaster which is the residue of exoskeletal animal calcification. Fortytwo million years ago, this material provided the outer structural support and encasement of
organisms producing this material. It is presently found sedimented in the bedrock. When heated
to +400o C and subsequently pulverized, the resulting powder is mixed in water, where-after it
gels into a solid, passing a liquid state without shrinkage. In this process, it is not losing the form
transmitted, as it is kept constant through the phases shifting in presence from the negative
mould to the positive cast. So the sculptures are cast from the outer skeletal memes of once upon
a time alive marine molluscs.

C a v e II 2022
24,5 x 35 x 20 cm

20

Celadonite bound in animal polymer on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris.

30

The pigment applied to the surface of the plaster shell is in the priming layers dispersed in
an organic polymer made from petrochemical sources. The making of this polymer implies a
decomposition of generic mnemonic material, the residue of formerly living organisms, as
one may extract organic polymer from the deposition of dead former organic polymers set in
underground pockets of mineral sediment. It is handling memory, and it is most controversial
as a material due to its dispersion on a molar level in the form of PCBs and microplastics that
penetrate and infiltrate the environment.
These shell sculptures are coated with Vert Brentonico, a pigment made today as a replica of
celadonite sourced from the northern part of the Monte Baldo mountain range north of Verona.
The mines were 200 meters deep and were the source of the purest known form of this mineral.
It was mined for over two millennia and fully excavated and emptied out about seventy years
ago. Today, celadonite is refined from sands and clays, the reference purity being the traditional
Verona Green. This particular green is Sennelier´s Vert Brentonico, and it is in its first coating
mixed with silt and bound with vegetal polymer to form a veil. After that, it is coated with the
same celadonite dispersed in live animal protein-polymer, the aim of which is the even refraction
of light at the level of visible surface so that the light is neither absorbed by the surface nor
reflected – but kept refracted in it.

C a v e III -2022
19 x 36 x 20 cm

22

Celadonite bound in animal polymer on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris.

32

The form regards something the hand understands, perhaps negatively as a particular manual
isomorphism. What makes up the phenomenon are the various traces of procedures predating its
current state. These procedures seem like the multidirectional linearity of organic polymers, the
way they move towards a specific localized state of binding a series. What is new to this work is
the apprehension of polymers and mineral particles at the limit of the molar scale. Particles that
you don’t see that founds what is visible. The emphasis is on the void encasement or shell and the
use of mnemonic residue from the occluded inside of this planet’s history.

C a v e IV 2022
18,5 x 24,5 x 19,5 cm

24

Celadonite bound in animal polymer on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris.

34

The application of Celadonite pigment harks back to the medieval painting of icons where this
green was used as a grisaille for flesh tones. There is a profound relationship between the green
chlorophyll and the red iron-containing haemoglobin colouring skin. An even earlier known use
was as a priming for gold leaf in roman times, as gold reflects light and the sun.

Grisaille I

2022

61 x 52,2 cm

26

Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium
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On their way into the modern state pictures were organized in genres of pictorial orders. In the
secular version of the classical, the devising of norms for pictorial forms were thought to perform
certain functions reflecting the overall organization of the emerging bourgeois state – quite
contrary to the late modern state with no apparent order.

Grisaille II

2022

75,9 x 49 cm

28

Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

38

As an individual composition this picture is a set of layered double elements: as in top and bottom,
foreground and background, vertical and horizontal orientation, ground and figure etc, made
from the material that constitutes the actual frame limiting the object containing the elements
of the pictures which are coated with a paint traditionally used as subservient under-paint. The
pictures are photographed in the space where they in this particular exhibition are on display.

Grisaille III

2022

122,4 x 83 cm

30

Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium
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Complete reflection implies that all information, for instance, in the form of light, is returned
undifferentiated to the environment from where it was emitted. A fully reflective object goes
absent from the reception aligned with the information-emitting party like one does not see
the black or silver layer at the back of the glass in the mirror. One considers the mirror by how
it is overshadowed and subdued by the drama of displacement of what it reflects. Something
has also happened to this reflected content as it is not itself anymore and not in its place. In a
heightened state of reflection, one questions the very ontological being of the thing reflected
and the reflector.

The behavior of the ultimate reflecting object obscures its presence. It moves into the dark of the
behind, and its miraged presence is its implicit alterity. The same goes for an object displaced by
a metaphorical function on the level of representation. It may be replaced in yet another guise
by metonymy and thereby becomes even more remote and vacant. In this state the linking of
elements in a series may reinstate some cohesion.

42

A gesture of subtraction may be reflected by planar infills of an empty space caused by a lack of
continuity in a surface. Here it articulates the incompleteness of a cast shell. For the augmented
presence of a fragment, these stepped planar additions are also a rhetorical element in art as
formalizing a void.

Flex

I

2022

25 x 23 x 12 cm

34

Zinc oxide in polymer on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris

44

Zinc-white paint was introduced to replace lead paint, which is toxic. Lead, when ingested,
enters the composition of enzymes where it can mimic other metals. By this falsification and
guise lead distorts the function of the enzymes it becomes part of, and the brain is the principal
organ impacted by this disinformed transforming agent. Zinc-oxide, on the contrary, is a wellknown compound used in the medicinal treatment of the skin for centuries and is a necessary
part of the functioning animal organism. On average, one gram of zinc is dispersed in the body
of a fully-grown human body. The zinc quantified by this measure interacts with 300 different
transformative enzymes and partakes in over a thousand molecular compounds within the living
body. The zinc oxide applied to the surface of these small sculptures is bound in synthetic resin
made from petrochemically extracted polymers originating in the residue of dead bio-organisms.
Petrochemical derivatives appear mnemonic in their extracted and decoded state and are
distributed in the overall environment. A lot of this recently released material made from this
ancient and buried existence appears next to non-degradable, and many of them have estrogenic
mimicking characteristics. In this way, there seems to be an attack on the hormonal balance of the
present bio-organisms of an immense scale. For instance, synthetic polymer paints weave a vast
web of such surfaces coating the inside and outside of built matter.

Flex

II

2022

12,5 x 25 x 10 cm

36

Zinc oxide in petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris
46

Visual introspection into the corporeal is made possible by the aid of x-ray radiation technology.
The wavelength of this radiation is beyond the reach of the human sense organs, but the trace
of its trajectory through a body is accessible by photochemical procedures. Barium is an X-ray
absorber and appears white on reactive X-ray film (silver bromide). The use of Barium with
standard X-rays contributes to the visibility of various characteristics of the gastrointestinal tract
as, upon ingestion, Barium will coat the inside wall to make it visible on X-ray film. There is a
recent development in the binding of Barium so that it may be used as paint. Reflecting 98%
of the visible light, it may be applicable for cooling exteriors heated by sunlight and thereby
impact the reflective capacity of the built environment, as the overall temperature of the thin skin
of climate wrapping this planet rise. This paint is not yet on the market. There exists, however,
a barium sulphate coating developed last summer now used for the treatment of reflectors for
optical instruments. It is used here for the coating of this sculpture keeping all incoming visible
light from penetration into the shell of exoskeletal mnemonics at work – and absorbing all x-ray
radiation.

Flex

III

2022

36 x 24 x 21 cm
Barium sulphate on petrochemical polymer on plaster of Paris

48

Years after their construction and a decade after their first photographic recording, the same set
of boxes as in the Penumbra series was photographed in the room next to where they are now
exhibited.

Reflex I

2022

58 x 86,5 cm
Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

50

The paint applied in 2007 had by then been waiting somewhere in my storage for many years.
It was a white paint produced for surface treatment of small-scale models. Something had
happened to it that made it disintegrate, and I suspect that storage below freezing was a possible
reason. It is labeled white, but this white disintegrated somehow as parts appeared yellow and
blue. This is how I remember it and how I find it documented in photography. The liquid and
transparent, glossy petrochemical polymers floated to the surface, separating from the heavy
pigment particles that sank to the bottom of the painted layer. Then there is this other separation
happening as the light is reflected off the glossy surface as well as seen entering the field of
sedimented pigment where it is refracting the two colours.

Reflex II

2022

78 x 120,4 cm
Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

52

A reflection is a form of critique, as things are taken apart. The reflection of the gloss returns some
of the light, and the rest enter the underneath to refract the disintegrated white pigment. There
is a depth to the surface in which, at the level of pigment, the white has become blue and yellow.
It seems to generate some virtual content to what was expected uniformly white, and it seems to
reflect something not there. It may echo how a landscape may impact a reflection in clouds, and
here in the printed surface on the wall, this is merging with the photographic tracing of the figure
of the room´s windows three years ago; the same rooms where the prints now are exhibited.

Reflex II

2022

69 x 92,2 cm
Inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

54

Silver bromide bound in gelatine is commonly used in photography. As a halide salt, it is chemically
already set halfway into the procedure of becoming silver and then over extended exposure to
light going black. This material is the coating of the surface of this miniature sculpture. The silver
salt is bound in gelatine, a polymer made from animal bone and sinew tissue. The supporting
form is made from leftover material from a series of sculptures based upon a configuration of
distance: as in small distant bodies modelled in clay with long and heavy metal rods for to appear
from afar. The result of this distancing gesture was scanned into a numeric file of information by
an analogue industrial robot for later to be milled into a volume by the same machine. Thereafter
at a later stage, a part of this object was optically scanned yet again to produce differently scaled
surfaces with which to create a new and, in a different sense, an even more remote object. As an
assemblage of the leftovers from this procedure, this particular piece is a result – made in plaster
of Paris and coated with silver bromide exposed to light.

Silver gelatine I 2019
6,5 x 17x 5,5 cm
Silver bromide in gelatine on plaster of Paris

56
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